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Bending power: higher collision energy 14>100TeV, same tracking resolution 
BL2 has to be increased by factor 7! 
 field in single solenoid up to 6.0 T 
 field in solenoid-toroid system, field/track length combination  in   

 solenoid around the ID of 3.5T/3m or 2T/4m,  
        and a toroid of with ≈2 T and increase of tracking length. 
 

Low angle coverage in forward direction, solenoid useless, toroid difficult 
since all current has to pass the small inner bore close to the beam pipe 
 add a dipole for on-beam bending featuring some 10 Tm! 
 

HCAL depth increase from 10 λ to 12λ (iron) radial thickness some 3.0 m! 
 bore of big solenoid or inner radius toroid increases to 6 m and length 
       scales accordingly. 
 

ECAL to cover low angles, move unit out, from 5 to 15 m, system gets longer. 
 

 Higher field, larger bore, longer system.  3 options analyzed. 
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1. Design drivers for the magnet 



2. Option 1: Solenoid-Yoke + Dipoles (CMS inspired) 

 Solenoid:  10-12 m diameter, 5-6 T, 23 m long 
           + massive Iron yoke for flux shielding and muon tagging. 
 

 Dipoles:    10 Tm with return yoke placed at z≈18 m. 
           Practically no coupling between dipoles and solenoid. 
           They can be designed independently at first. 
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2. Option 1: Solenoid-Yoke + Dipoles  
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6 T in a 12 m bore, 23 m long, 28 m outer diameter. 
 Stored energy 54 GJ, 6.3 T peak field. 
 Yoke:  6.3 m thick iron needed to have 10 mT line at 22 m , 15 m3,         

   mass ≈120,000 ton  (>250 M€  raw material). 
 Huge mass, serious consequences for cavern floor, installation, opening -

closing system, bulky, not an elegant design. 



2. Option 1: Solenoid-Yoke + Dipoles 
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 2 dipoles generating ≈10 Tm. 
 Inclined racetrack coils in upper and bottom deck, square section. 
 2.2 T in the bore, some 5.6 T in the windings (can be further minimized). 
 0.2 GJ per coil. 
 Iron yoke to guide the field and shield the coils. 

 



2. Option 2: Twin Solenoid + Dipoles 

Twin Solenoid:  a 6 T, 12 m dia x 23 m long main solenoid  + an active shielding coil 
 

Important advantages: 
 Nice Muon tracking space:  area with 2 to 3 T for muon tracking in 4 layers. 
 Very light: 2 coils + structures, ≈ 5 kt, only ≈ 4% of the option with iron yoke!  
 Much smaller: system outer diameter is significantly less than with iron . 
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2. Option 2: Twin Solenoid + Dipoles 

Example: 
 Main solenoid:  
     6.0 T in 12 m bore, 12 m long,  
     6.3 T peak field, 10 A/mm2 
 

 Shielding solenoid:  
      3 T in 3.5 m gap 
      22 m bore, 28 m long, 10 A/mm2 
 

 Mass:  
      ≈2 kt main coil, ≈1.8 kt shield coil 
      in total with supporting   
      structures  some 4-5 kt  only! 
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2. Option 2: Twin Solenoid + Dipoles 

 Nice gap for muon tracking:  3.5 m gap with 3 T (local ≈10 Tm or ≈35 Tm2). 

 Shielding: 5 mT line at 34 m from center. 

 Field in gap can be tweaked by splitting or adding coils, many options. 
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2. Option 3: Toroids + Solenoid + Dipoles (ATLAS +) 

 1 Air core Barrel Toroid with 7 x muon bending power BzL2.  
 2 End Cap Toroids to cover medium angle forward direction. 
 2 Dipoles to cover low-angle forward direction. 
 Overall dimensions: 30 m diameter x 51 m length (36,000 m3).  
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2. Option 3: Toroids + Solenoid + Dipoles 
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 10 coils in Barrel Toroid  and 2 x 10 coils in End Cap Toroids. 
 Peak field on the conductor ≈6.5 T for 16 Tm and ≈8 T for 20 Tm, to be 

minimized by locally reshaping the coil or reduction of current density. 
 Can still be done with NbTi technology (to limit cost)! 



2. Option 3: Toroids + Solenoid + Dipoles 

 3.5 T in central solenoid, 2 T - 10 Tm in dipoles and ≈1.7 T in toroid. 
 55 GJ stored energy (for 16 Tm; 130 Tm2)!  
 0.6 GJ in Solenoid , 0.9 GJ in 2 Dipoles, 2x2.1 GJ in the two End Cap 

Toroids, and 47.5 GJ in the Barrel Toroid. 
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2. Option 3: Toroid + Solenoid + Dipoles 

 2 T, 10 Tm cylindrical dipole with iron yoke allowing a cylindrical 
calorimeter. 

 Inclined set of saddle coils. 
 ≈ 5.5 T peak magnetic field.  
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 Peak magnetic field of 7 to 8 T implies high winding stress and a low 
temperature margin,  

     just in reach of NbTi provided correctly cooled. 
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2. Superconductors - change of technology 

 All other coils require high-
strength materials and direct 
cooling of the superconductor, 
asking for use of cable-in-
conduit type of conductor. 

 Classical Ni doped Al-stabilized NbTi 
Rutherford cable may be used for the “small” 
3.5 T, 4 m bore solenoid requiring high 
transparency. 



Sizes:  12m bore,  30m diameter,  30 to 50m length. 
 Looks gigantic but similar sized magnets are 

being made these days (ITER PF coils, 26m).  
 Production on site, in smaller modules, but very 

well possible.  
 
 

Stored Energy:  in 50 to 100 GJ range 
 High values but doable.  
 Combination of energy extraction and dump in 

cold mass, controlled by a redundant, fail-safe 
quench protection system. 

2. Sizes - Stored Energy and Protection 
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There are no principle technical problems 
impeding the constructing of these magnets. 



Three options for detector magnets probing 100 TeV p-p collisions 
 

• Option 1: Single 6 T Solenoid Design + 2 Dipoles + 120 kt yoke.            
 
 

• Option 2: Twin Solenoid design, 6 T solenoid + 3 T shielding coil, 
           good for muon tracking  +2 external 2T dipoles;  

           ≈65 GJ stored energy, mass 4-5 kt.  
 

• Option 3: 3.5T solenoid + Toroids + 2 internal 2T dipoles,  
           ≈54 GJ stored energy, mass 4-5 kt. 
 

Option 1, a no-go design. 
 

Options 2 and 3, are analyzed in more details to see specify 
advantages of both designs for physics performance as well as 
feasibility of construction and margins for operation. 

2. Summary of options 
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3. Twin Solenoid Layout Explained 

• Main solenoid: 6 T in 12 m bore, 23 m long, 6.3 T peak field, 19 A/mm2. 

• Shielding solenoid: 3 T in 3.5 m gap, 22 m bore, 28 m long, 19 A/mm2. 
• Stored energy 65 GJ. 
• Shielding: 5 mT line at 34 m from center. 
• Field in gap can be tweaked by splitting or adding coils, many options. 
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3. Twin Solenoid explained 

 The net magnetic field is the vector summation of the magnetic fields 
of the inner coil and the outer shielding coil. 

 Consider the magnetic fields of the inner coil and the outer coil 
separately  and then add them to see the net effect. 
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Twin solenoid,  
making + 6.0 T in bore 
and -3.2 T in the gap 
when charged together! 
Peak field 6.3 T 
Stored energy 65 GJ 

Inner, main, coil only, 
making +8.3 T in bore 
and -0.8 T in the gap 
when charged alone! 
Peak field 8.6 T 
Stored energy 92 GJ 

Outer, shield coil only, 
making -2.3 T in bore 
and -2.4T in the gap 
when charged alone! 
Peak field 2.9 T 
Stored energy 27 GJ  

+ = 



3. Twin solenoid: inner, main coil alone 

 The inner coil alone has the ampere-turns for making 8.6 T 
 However, the 8.6 T will never be seen since the peak magnetic field in 

the twin solenoid is 6.3 T.  
 Thus 30% more coil turns but using a conductor optimized for 6.3 T !  
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3. Twin solenoid: outer shielding coil alone 

 Outer, shielding coil has 2.9 T peak magnetic field when stand-alone.  
 Peak magnetic field is increased to 3.1 T when operating in twin-

solenoid configuration. 
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3. Twin solenoid: inner + outer coil energized 

 Inner and outer coil anti-series connected. 
 Main field is 6 T, magnetic field in the gap is some 3 T. 
 Peak field is 6.3 T in the end section of the windings in the main coil. 
 The superconductor, forces, strain needs to be designed for this 6.3 T, 

like in the solenoid in the case of solenoid + yoke.  
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3.  Twin Solenoid: B-axial component 

 B-axial = +6.0 T in main bore and -3.2 T in the gap 
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3. How does it work? Observations 

 

• The inner, main, and outer, shielding, coils must be anti-series connected and 
must have the same operating current.  

• The main coil is not designed for its stand-alone peak field of 8.3 T, but for 
the peak field in this coil of 6.3 T when operated as twin solenoid! 

• The inner coil has the ampere-turns for generating 8.3 T and thus requires 
roughly 30% more conductor (but is charged with 6.3 T only). 

• The main coil has 30% more conductor but its critical current and margin are 
those for the peak magnetic field of 6.3 T in the twin solenoid configuration 
when operated simultaneously. 

• In other words, one can say that the 120 kton iron in the 6T+yoke solenoid is 
replaced by a 2 kton outer coil + 30% more conductor in the inner coil, but still 
at 6 T level + of course additional structures to connect both coils mechanically. 

• Note: This principle is not new and applied in all modern actively shielded MRI 
magnets. The challenge here is to maximize the advantages when used for 
detector magnets. 



Coil data R10 (gap 3m) R11 (gap 4m) R12 (gap 5m) R13 (gap 6m) 

Outer diameter [m] 22 23 25 27 

Shield coil length [m] 26.7 27.8 29.0 30.3 

Peak field main coil [T] 7.03 6.61 6.35 6.20 

Peak field shield coil [T] 3.62 2.65 2.03 1.61 

Current density [A/mm2] 12 11 10 9 

Coil current [kA] 50 50 50 50 

Turns main/shield coils 3781/1583 3414/1190 3186/937 3033/763 

Conductor length m+sh [km] 156+101 141+83 131+71 125+63 

Stored energy [GJ] 62 56 53 50 

5 mT line at distance [m] 25 26 27 28 

0.5mT line at distance [m] 36 38 39 41 

4. Twin Solenoid Optimization 
 Systematic variation of the gap size between main and shielding coils 
 Free bore of main solenoid 12 m and coil length 23 m with 6 T 
 Free gap between main and shielding solenoid 3, 4, 5 and 6 m 
 Meaning system outer diameter of 22, 23, 25 and 27 m  
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R10 (gap 3m) R11 (gap 4m) R12 (gap 5m) R13 (gap 6m) 

Field integrals In BL [Tm] 

main coil at 90° 36 36 36 36 

main coil at 41° 55 55 55 55 

main coil at 28° 70 70 70 70 

in gap at 90° -11 -11 -11 -10 

in gap at 41° -16 -14 -13 -12 

Resolution Int BL2 [Tm2] 

main coil at 90° 220 220 220 220 

main coil at 41° 500 500 500 500 

main coil at 28° 841 841 842 843 

in gap at 90° -27 -38 -48 -57 

in gap at 41° -53 -68 -77 -82 

4. Twin Solenoid Optimization 

Field integrals and Resolution parameter 
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  6 T in main coil, 2-4 T in gap depending on gap size 
 

  ≈2 T in a 6 m gap and  ≈ 4T in 3 m gap 

Twin Solenoid field in main coil and gap 
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 5 mT line roughly at 22-24m from center 

 0.5 mT (pace maker limit) at roughly 30-40 m from center 

Shielding effect of twin solenoid 
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 Three options for detector magnets probing 100 TeV p-p collisions. 

 The single solenoid-iron option is hardly feasible. 

 In stead, the twin solenoid concept has nice features, light, elegant, 
effective, allowing muon tracking in outer shell.  

 Twin Solenoid option further explored for 3 to 6 m gaps sizes. 

 A large gap combines effective shielding properties and large area 
for muon tracking, a 5-6 m gap seems appropriate.  

 Work in progress: also the toroid option will be further detailed as 
well in the coming months. 

 A table comparing the options regarding key properties and 
identifying technical challenges c.q. risks is being prepared.  

5. Conclusion and further work 
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